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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The year is 2021, going on 2022. It's been two weeks … sorry, two years of bullying. It's been two

years of being disrespected and deceived. We are at a crossroads, and the tension is palpable.

There is a war on privacy, on free expression, on human contact, on love, on natural immunity, on

medical sovereignty, on bodily autonomy, and even on math, allegedly. It's hard to believe it's real.

We are pinching ourselves every day but the bad dream is not disappearing.

In Germany, the police are measuring the distance between people in the street with a ruler. In

South Korea, they are building an "untact" society, a society with limited physical contact ("a

potential economic engine for the country," they say).

"Introduced in 2020, 'Untact' is a South Korean government policy that aims to spur

economic growth by removing layers of human interaction from society … Robots brew

coffee and bring beverages to tables in cafes … At Yongin Severance Hospital, Keemi – a

5G-powered disinfection robot – sprays hand sanitiser, checks body temperature, polices

social distancing, and even tells people off for not wearing masks …"

"Seoul City plans to build a 'metaverse' – a virtual space where users can interact with

digital representations of people and objects – and avatars of public oLcials will resolve

complaints.

Several local governments have launched AI call bots to monitor the health of those self-

isolating … Loneliness among elderly people – an existing problem in South Korea only

exacerbated by the pandemic - is also receiving the untact treatment … The long-term

impact of untact on society remains unclear, but Prof Choi believes an untact future is

inevitable to increase economic eLciency."

In America, the Green Party just went full-on brown, and the FDA is working to intercept

international mail containing ivermectin.

In my hometown of New York, segregation of the vermin is "normal." In Australia … oh Australia.

Why, Australia?!

Consent Factory tweet

So we have to accept the fact that it's happening. Yes, it's happening. It is happening to us and to

our children — here and now, bizarrely — and yet the logic of a Hollywood Zlm doesn't apply. It is not

a history book, not a story about a place far away, it is here and now. We are suddenly "that"

generation. We are suddenly the heroes we've always wanted to save us.

And it's nuts — but as insane as it is, the world is still ancient and beautiful, and the choice to push

back against bullying is an ancient initiation. We are holding the line.

Tyranny, Fascism, Domination

What is that force that wants to control us completely? Some people call that force Fascism, some

call it Tyranny, or Domination, or the Machine. Today's technocratic version of total control goes

under the names of the Great Reset and the Fourth Industrial revolution. It aims to turn us into

inanimate and obedient wheels fueling new digital slavery and the fully controlled Bnancial system.

But it is much more than a political force.

Yes, Tyranny has political faces. Yes, today it laughs at the gullible by pretending that it wants to

"build back better," just like before it came up with any other "respectable" lies. Yes, it throws

treacherous slogans around and employs politicians and corporate leaders to promote its various

weapons and poisons.

But deep underneath, it is much more than a political force. It's a test for the soul. It's a force whose

cruel predation helps us discover the courage inside us that some of us have almost forgot.

"What Did We Do to Deserve This Abuse?"

That is a question that many of us ask ourselves very often. Personally, I believe that the abusive

force is allowed to be temporarily menacing because it serves an existential purpose. It is here to

motivate us to snap out of slumber and start respecting and protecting the life force inside us. The

wisdom we learn from making mistakes is more lasting than the wisdom we learn theoretically.

I also believe that the duration of torture is not supposed to be long, unless we prolong it by

willingness to cooperate with the tyrants with our actions or psychologically. Like the mysterious

balance between Yin and Yang, the tyrants are the ugly facilitators of our freedom. But if we get

scared and agree to comply with abuse, it creates a domino effect and snowballs with no ending in

sight, until we remember that we are of spirit and water — and stand up for ourselves.

Meanwhile, the tyrants are here, and they are hard at work trying to bully us and confuse us as

much as they can.

How Do Tyrants Make People Comply With Their Agenda?

Tyrants have many tricks up their sleeves. Some are physical and some psychological. Some are

applied "on Zrst contact with tyranny," and some are designed to maintain the state of confusion to

keep us weak. And while the speciZcs may vary from moment to moment and from one tyrant to

another, there are some general principles.

Physical Violence and Imprisonment

Physical violence is a force that tyrants have been using throughout history very effectively. We can

be smart and see through the lies — but when one's life is threatened or when one faces

imprisonment, things are not easy. But what the tyrants don't realize that by pushing too far, they

make people mad. And the people are rising!

Limiting Access to Money or Food

What comes to my mind is the time when the buffalo were being slaughtered en masse to ensure

that "hostile Indians" couldn't eat. That was a deliberate strategy to starve out the people who had

been enjoying a free existence and weren't quite asking to part with their land or their lifestyle in

favor of their version of the "Great Reset."

Before that and after that, different invaders arranged for food blockades and supply chain

disruptions in order to create the kind of starvation and suffering that would make the targeted

people so distraught that they would either die or succumb.

Today, there is an attack on our land, on our food systems, and on farmers — with the idea of

weaning us off our traditional food and selling us the "new normal" food, such as lab-grown

proteins, bugs (see this yummy article about cockroach milk), and other "delicacies" we did not

request. Keep in mind that Bill Gates is the largest private land owner in the U.S. Good times.

Going After the Children

That, sadly, is another classic signature of many abusive reforms. For any aspiring tyrant or invader,

it is important to create a chasm between the children and their parents so that the children can be

in`uenced and corrupted — and the parents can't help because the children have no love and no

respect for what their parents stand for.

The dark reminder from the history of our country is the notorious "kill the Indian, save the man"

campaign, in which a large amount of Native American children were ripped away from their

parents (often by force) and sent to boarding schools where they were punished with great cruelty

for attempting to speak their language or doing anything reminiscent of their traditional culture.

Not only did it lead to heartbreaking and destructive interruption of cultural ties and loss of

important family legacies — but also the children were so traumatized that it resulted in

generational havoc: broken relationships, domestic abuse, a high rate of suicides, and so on. As

they say, hurt people hurt people …

And then in my birth homeland, the post-revolution children were encouraged to choose "politically

correct" ideology over family loyalties and to rat out their parents. Which allegedly some did. (See

Pavlik Morozov.

What they are doing to the children today may be falsely described in the warm and fuzzy language

of "care" and "public health" as opposed to the straight-up language of domination — but abuse is

abuse.

The masking of children — against all rhyme and reason — is unconscionable. Setting the children

against their "vaccine-hesitant" parents and encouraging the children to get the COVID injections

without even telling the parents is criminal.

And then there are stories like this: According to a parent in Florida, "school obcials forced a little

girl with Down Syndrome to wear a mask by tying it to her head for six weeks." Another parent

reported that their non-verbal son, who can't communicate whether he can or cannot breathe, had

his mask duct-taped to his face at school. In what world?!!

Psychology of Deceit

Tyrants wouldn't be tyrants if they were truthful. In the words of Tom Mullen, as he commented on

the cognitive anomalies of the New Normal, the "New Normal paradigm can't collapse in the face of

anomalies, no matter how numerous they are, because the anomalies are now simply ignored.

Anyone who calls attention to them, no matter how credentialed or qualiZed, is systematically

discredited." I recently explored the topic of deceit in detail here and here. The gist:

"It's possible for the not-so-benevolent people to create, sell, and enforce temporarily

satisfying make-believe realities. It works like a drug. Let's say, if one feels dissatisRed with

one's life, one can temporarily block the discomfort and even experience euphoria based on

purely sensory stimuli.

But of course, as powerful or invigorated one may feel inside an artiRcial reality, sooner or

later one has to wake up to the real reality — and the sweeter the dream, the more bitter the

fall."

Yet it's "possible to create an inRnite number of 'make believe' realities and feed those

realities by recruiting willing participants. And here is where the history of the world comes

to play. How many important events and cultural narratives took place strictly because

there were enough people willing to participate in them — not because they were grounded

in the real reality?"

"If one is convinced on a sensory level that a healthy person without a mask is a danger,

then demanding that other people wear the mask becomes a real emotional need. The

message that one wants to imprint is of totalitarian mask-up.

The message is not based in reality, and may not even be the person's own message — but

the feeling is real — and because the person is not spiritually grounded, he feels hysterical.

And the predators love it when people are spiritually ungrounded. They love eating

zombies."

"By the way, the entire Fourth Industrial Revolution is an industrial-level project of

disconnecting everybody from the real reality and vampiring their energy. It's about

abolishing human agency — which is actually unabolishable, but it can be temporarily

stolen at the price of great suffering. Sometimes people tell me that maybe it's not such a

bad idea to live with a million sensors in the body.

Well, here is an analogy. Imagine a really bad marriage. Imagine a really clueless and

tactless spouse who believes that he/she knows better what's good for you. Your spouse

doesn't need to be a thief or a murderer (even though they could be), he/she can simply be

totally clueless and not "get" you at all. And that is enough to turn your life into hell!

Life under the Fourth Industrial Revolution is like a million bad marriages without a right to

divorce."

The "New Moral"

In addition to the "New Normal," there is also an implicit "New Moral." The "New Moral" is predicated

on emotional hunger, a certain degree of suffering, and a great amount of deceit. A few months

ago, Charles Eisenstein published a widely circulated beautiful piece, called, "Mob Morality and the

Unvaxxed." It moved me greatly and really hit the nail on the head:

"We would like to think that modern societies like ours have outgrown barbaric customs

like human sacriRce. Sure, we still engage in scapegoating and Rguratively sacriRce people

on the altar of public opinion, but we don't actually kill people in hopes of placating the

gods and restoring order. Or do we?"

"SacriRcial subjects carry an association of pollution or contagion; their removal thus

cleanses society … It matters little whether any of these pose a real threat to society. As

with the subjects of criminal justice, their guilt is irrelevant to the project of restoring order

through blood sacriRce (or expulsion from the community by incarceration or, in more tepid

but possibly preRgurative form, through "canceling").

All that is necessary is that the dehumanized class arouse the blind indignation and rage

necessary to incite a paroxysm of unifying violence. More relevant to current times, this

primal mob energy can be harnessed toward fascistic political ends. Totalitarians right and

left invoke it directly when they speak of purges, ethnic cleansing, racial purity, and traitors

in our midst."

An Imaginary "We"

That particular weapon of tyrants is very close to my heart. I spent many years unwrapping the

messes that were bestowed on me by the totalitarian culture of my birth homeland (I am Russian).

There was this fake concept of "we" that was without a doubt created by various elites at different

times of history, like a "Russian doll" of lies. Fake as it was, it was none the less internalized by

many people — and growing up, I had to compare my actions to this imaginary "we" or, in today's

language, "community values."

And by the way, I do believe that being gracious and good to one's community is wonderful and

satisfying — but a good community is rooted in spiritual health and genuine respect — not in

neurotic, guilt-ridden marching to the drum of totalitarian idealogues. Enough said.

"Recruiting" Friends and Family, a.k.a. Collective Trauma

That one is very painful to many of us. It's not very hard to accept the fact that the tyrants are mean.

But when they manage to seduce, corrupt, or scare the people around us, and when the tyrants'

rotten ideas come to us from our loved ones, that hurts. And it requires all the courage in the world

to face that extremely dibcult challenge and stay grounded and remembering that our Zght is for

love. I personally believe that this could be the challenge of our time.

I should also mention using technology for overall emotional manipulation and "scientiZc"

behavioral modiPcation. That is a vast topic that requires a separate article but it needs to be

mentioned because it's not a conspiracy theory.

And Finally, What if the Tyrants Mean Well?

Let me answer that tricky question with a less tricky question: Why should I care? Suppose, some

tyrants think of themselves as saviors. It could be. There is usually inner logic to everything people

do. There is inner logic to the actions of madmen and serial killers — and perhaps some of the

tyrants believe themselves to be messiahs. But why should I care?

Perhaps some of the Great Inquisitors also believed that by burning witches alive they saved them

from eternal burning, and thus it was a service to the slain.

Perhaps some of the people who forcibly ripped Native kids away from their parents and placed

them in boarding school believed that it was good for "progress" or for the kids. Perhaps some of

the German Nazis believed that ridding the country of Jews was a noble and scientiZc idea.

Perhaps today's eugenicists believe that reducing the population of humans is good for the planet

and is necessary for the survival of the human species. Perhaps they believe that if the population

isn't reduced, then the entire species might perish. Perhaps they believe that we are too stupid to

understand, and so they are just "doing what needs to be done." Maybe yes, maybe no. But they are

deranged, and so why should I care?

They are not qualiZed to decide my fate or the fate of humanity — and while I wish them their

kindest experience with the truth because that is how I sincerely feel about the world, I am not

obliged to submit their or any other abuse. We are not their slaves. Hold the line.

About the Author

To Znd more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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To me, the whole nightmare doesn't seem human anymore. It is as though something non-human is behind this all.
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That would be Satan.
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So true! Not human at all. Please look at the link below, published a few minutes ago. Pregnant people, pregnant individuals and

anyone who is pregnant being encouraged to get vaccinated.

kitchener.citynews.ca/coronavirus-covid-19-local-news/ontario-hospital..
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We are facing psychopaths and sociopaths, who lack conscience and higher emotions, they are basically smart animals, and so

seek unwarranted power and cruelty by any means, to feel anything, that is not (normal) human behaviour! These broken

humanoids have ruthlessly climbed to positions of power, to try to Zll their bored empty lives with some base emotion, but frankly

should be culled like any dangerous wild animal, because they are extremely dangerous, and now lethal, to humanity proper.
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Keythong is right about psychopaths/sociopaths.  It is NOT POSSIBLE to understand human history and the dynamics of human

societies without a thorough understanding of psychopathy.  That is not an overstatement, not at all.  You will be scratching your

head until your dying day trying to Zgure out "why is this happening?", "why are they doing this?", etc. without such a grounding.

That said, I agree with pikiverschueren.  This seems to go beyond the normal horrors we see all the time in human history.

 Psychopathy exists on a spectrum and its manifestations can be complex.  However, it doesn't lend itself to the type of central

planning and long-game strategy at work here.  Satanic and Luciferian are words that come to my mind.
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There is nothing here that I didn't see coming; and I still see it clearly. It is evil, insane and disgusting, what this society (if you can even

call it that) has morphed into! The "Great Reset" is rolling out as planned. We're now in the third year of this Medical/Techno Tyranny...will

we ever escape it? It already looks like the Zombie Apocalypse out there!
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Maybe it's time for another big bang and get rid of the human dinosaurs. It seems these backward people are without morals and without

thought processes that bring people to fruition.  Money doesn't give automatic powers.. or does it?  It seems it is taken that these people

think they are gods and immediately prove by their actions... they are not.  Without morals they are without integrity. So we need to keep

our integrity in tact in spite of their illegal actions against themselves.   When they oppose us, they oppose who they are.

We are wired for good and for joy, and for community.  Tyrants are opposing growth and health in their own bodies when they go against

our health,  and as they devise our end, they devise their own demise. They live in past Times. Perhaps when no civilization had yet been

developed. They are truly acting like they know nothing about being human, or what life is.  So Zlled with their own minds and greed they

plunge ahead to extinction. Meanwhile we will carry on living and loving and becoming more fully developed human beings.  Spiritual

Beings having a human experience that on death here,  moves on to another spiritual experience. The spirit never dies.  Love never dies.

 Truth never dies. The Creating Energy of the Universe never dies.
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I think money does give people automatic power.  Bill Gates is viewed as a public health authority, with no education in the

biological sciences, he dropped out of college.  He has bought the conZdence that is inspired in those who defer to him as a health

authority.  That power `ows down from on high into all the corporations he supports including the media, universities, hospitals,

pharmaceutical companies, WHO.  His circle of in`uence is broad and deep and affects everyone one of our lives whether we like it

or not.   Nothing new here.
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Once upon a time, nothing exploded& everything was? No sin within or w/o needing the remedy only Christ, above & w/o it all, tho

holding it all together: hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil?  And when evil rears its ugly head: surely it's only in those 'other'

...'lesser' beings?  No.  It is appointed men once to die & then the Judgment.  Order, language& law do not spring from a vacuum or

a lesser source.  Love w/o truth is just another lie, & truth evidences death & argues for judgment. Payment has been made.  All

men have to do to enter into eternity on the right side is acknowledge need, & receive the Znished work of Christ in their behalf,

freely made, freely offered& either freely received or rejected to the new birth of God's power.

He sorts, but salvation is never an 'accident' w/ men, or a work, obtained ritually, by craft.  Truth also means that the consequences

of choice are real, too. Those who choose to go into eternity willfully rejecting & turned from truth, corrupt & committing spiritual

fornication w/ idols & false gods backed by the spirit of the prince of the power of the air, of Lucifer now Satan choose his lies, end

& death. Vengeance is the Lord's. He is going to judge those who are destroying the earth, & he will restore this earth for a

thousand years before this heavens & earth are dissolved & the new heavens & earth come.  

But Zrst comes the fake of men's & devils' building, of those heedlessly & blindly rejecting the salvation of God in Christ who

forsook heaven & took on human `esh as the only God-Man to atone for sin, & to redeem the souls of whosoever will receive it.

 The Creator, Savior& King to whom all evident order & truth in the Creation....w/ conscience constantly judging & chaZng at

injustice by others, w/ sin winking at one's own burden of sin until the Law & word, & the Holy Spirit of Truth point it out.   God only

allows a soul to turn from that truth & testimony so many times, & no man knows the day of his death
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sio6474, you beat me to it - of course money is power, as the saying goes.  The older I get, and I'm old, the more I appreciate the

well-worn adages.  They get repeated for generations because they are dead on.  Gates is a great example, but just about every

wealthy person and institution in the world is pure evil.  Soros, Gates, Rockefellers, Rothschilds, Bezos, Zuckerburg.  Pharma, big

chemical, big food, big ag.  At least the corporations have the excuse that they exist purely to make money.  Unfortunately, they

aren't treated with that reality in mind. We have a huge problem when virtually all the wealth is held by evildoers.  We can resist

them, they may not always get their way, but in the long run they WILL get their way so long as they hold all the wealth (power).

 Somehow their wealth must be taken away, that is the only long-term solution.  There is no mechanism in sight for that to happen,

we're seeing the exact opposite.
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WE WERE WARNED ABOUT THE ENEMY WITHIN https://www.nwo4ep.com/
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Nice summary piece.
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How Do Tyrants Make People Act Against Their Own Interests?
Analysis by Tessa Lena

Tyranny is rearing its ugly head all over the planet)

The tyrants have a rich arsenal of weapons, such as direct violence, destruction of

food supply chains, going after the children, blatant deceit, fake “community values,”

and the “New Moral”

)

We are in a spiritual battle of our time, and we are the heroes we have been waiting

for

)
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stevekirsch.substack.com/.../bhakdiburkhardt-pathology-results   If this study is accurate, as many as 1:14 people could die from the

vaxine.  (More will die of other causes as well.)  Fortunately, they would not all die at once, even if many deaths were clustered together

within a certain time frame or region of the country.  However, it raises some very serious demographic problems. If you subtract the very

young, the elderly and the disabled from this group of survivors, who will be left to bury the dead and where will the burial space come

from?  It will not be possible to continue to have bureaucratic oversight to bury the dead.  I am not being callous about this because it is a

very real problem during a pandemic.  Not burying (or cremating, etc.) the dead properly raises some very serious health issues.

 Meanwhile, as a large segment of the economy is occupied with burying the dead, there will be fewer employees available to provide

goods and services such as medical care, fuel, food production, goods and supply chain distribution.  

People will be starving and in dire straits.  This kind of desperation leads people to mental illness and crime, which further disrupts what

remains of already collapsing social systems.  At the very least, if all went well, there would be tremendous grief and mourning. Many

people want to believe police and military will be there to protect them during a crisis.  This did not happen in Katrina.  In a SHTF

scenario, the majority of troops or obcers will disappear and rush home to take care of their own families.  A good number of those who

remain will understand they are powerless, but remain in uniform to steal and conZscate what they want.
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Almond
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Then, there are those naïve individuals who tell me they will show up at their church and the church charities will take care of them.

 Really? As the saying goes, we are only 9 meals away from chaos—and that does not include a shortage of potable water.  How

many preppers think they have a 1-month food supply? This accounts for about 90%.  The rest have more, or even less.  Most

people would run out of food the Zrst week. That gives you some things to think about…
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Fema plastic cobns, once a “conspiracy theory”, could be their method of mass disposal.
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Hi Almond,  Yes, found this video the other day, showing the UK data of PZzer's inoculation/shot ebcacy over time, sorted by age

group. If Bhakdi/Burkhardt data grabbed your attention, this data nails another aspect of what may be occurring:  "COVID JAB

Boosted Case Numbers: UK DATA" -  www.bitchute.com/.../Znwa4yZfuB37  - these shots show only a brief, transient beneZt, then

leave recipients open to any other virus that may be circulating. And dependency on more boosters? If this data is representative

of what's occurring worldwide with these shots, then the current booster program is perverse.

And then (second posting) Peter McCullough is talking of safety concerns here: Dr. Peter McCullough with Alex Jones -

www.bitchute.com/.../Bm4vIzF1XHHu  - Its not yet clear if everyone who took these shots will die within the next 3 to 5 years, it is

presumed many will age at a faster rate, as these are considered life-shortening inoculations. So what you are writing might

happen; then again, may not be as noticeable. What may be more obvious is a spike in cancers, autoimmune conditions and viral

illness rate, and a lower birth rate. Realize the agencies are now looking at a combination `u/mRNA shot as an annual booster for

children. Scary stuff going on at the combined Pharma/US agency private public partnership level.
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"Bring out your dead!" as yelled by the person pulling the cart for dead bodies during the bubonic plague.
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yes and then the perpetrators will use the power to issue quarantine orders under the guise of a new " fake pandemic". The CDC

director can issue the order in writing. It's in the law (given by the idiots in Congress to the CDC) under 42 USC Part 70:

ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=bdc5f4e1e3307d76ebc660a2ffc91540&mc=t..  We must not comply.
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Almond, can you imagine the amount of cannibalism that will happen in such a SHTF scenario?  It would be inevitable.  All the food

gone and none on the way, but two-legged animals everywhere in abundance.  Many near death anyway.  Hmmm, what might

happen?  I don't think everyone would decide to starve.
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A Cantonese citizen of old Hong Kong lived through the WWII Japanese occupation.  She told me that just before the Japanese

took control of Hong Kong, there was a brief period of days when there was no police protection because the British were too busy.

 Two Chinese men, one armed with a ri`e, and the other driving a bus, came to the neighborhood and took whatever valuables they

wanted from the residents who were practically defenseless.  Later on during the occupation, when some people starved to death,

she recalled seeing the dead body of a boy who was missing buttocks and some other parts of his body.  She and her family

survived by dividing up their `at into rental rooms to people who still had income.

The Japanese largely left the Chinese alone, initially posting a soldier at each street corner, but all the British were rounded up into

concentration camps.  The farmers still came to collect the contents of the residents' chamber pots.  There was very little fuel, just

for cooking, so she and her mother and sister all slept in the same bed to conserve warmth.  The father had died before the war.

 They kept a chicken on the roof for eggs, and there was enough money to buy milk for the girls and to pay their tuition in school.

 Hong Kong rarely has snowfall, as it's in a humid subtropical zone.  They were well off, by comparison to many other areas in that

war and other wars.
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The deaths are already happening:  patriotunitednews.com/has-the-mystery-been-solved-we-just-got-some-new..  Now we know

why they did not want to do any autopsies...
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Ringer... The factors that seem to be important include these... ... how well can you remain truly hidden and possibly isolated?  Can

you do so in a city?  The African proverb:  "When the elephants Zght, the mice get trampled." ... how fast can you assemble

like-minded numbers of armed individuals?  This is more important in isolated rural areas when marauders move in.  However, the

Korean neighborhoods "You loot, I shoot" warnings with snipers on rooftops, during riots, worked very well.   ... do you have what

you need?  Can you keep it hidden?

Point...  if you are living peacefully out in the middle of nowhere, many miles off the last dead end dirt road, it will be hard govt to

justify making a special effort to Znd and harass you.  Even bureaucrats must account for their expenditure of resources.  Consider

that roads might become impassable? I do not wish to go into detail, for reasons many of you will consider obvious.  You need to

understand how govt gained the unwilling compliance of the people.  In Romania, soldiers showed up at schools and held the

children hostage.  Families who did not comply with the many demands (or instead, turned in their neighbors), never saw their

children again.  Things like this must never happen again.

Steelj... This has already happened.  It was in China.  Merchants started selling "long shank" in the markets.  it was the bureaucrats

who disappeared Zrst.
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Ringer... Here is more... My family were in Germany during WWII.  Nazi soldiers came to their house.  they told them and their

neighbors they had 15 minutes to pack up and evacuate before their houses would be burned.  The people grabbed bed sheets and

Zlled them with what they could carry.  This was a ruse by the soldiers to get the people to collect their valuables for them.  The

soldiers sorted thru their belongings and took what they wanted before setting the houses aZre.
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Tyrants try to kill people both spiritually and physically.  That is why they closed the Churches and gyms Zrst thing.  If they cared at all

about us, the "vaccines" would not have been released...crimes against humanity. "For we do not wrestle against `esh and blood, but

against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this age, against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly

places"  Ephesians 6:12         Read the New Testament, it will change your life.
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Thank you Tessa, very informative article,  I have family members who have bought into the  Covid narrative and are totally immersed,

and will not even look at the information that is out there.  This helps me understand their mind set.
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They all get up there because deep down they want to RULE, they want fame and all that rot.  So half the battle has already fooled us into

giving them the power.   Then when something like this comes along they think it's their destiny.   We, OTOH just want to be left alone but

because they are narcissists they'll always be the monkey on your back.  If you don't get what I'm saying is you are being ruled by the

mentally ill.  My only hope is historians will not laugh themselves to death when they write your history.
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How come it's "your history?"  What about our history?  Global is world-wide, no?
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The biggest lie going on this glorious gift of a planet to humanity is that there are too many of us. Who says? What right do they have to

say this? Are they the Creator? If they are not the Creator they have not the capacity or capability to understand that which they did not

create. And trying to Zgure it out does not make you the teacher, your always the student always learning. This one lie-- this fallacy I am

actually sick of. I heard this when I was a child and throughout my whole life thus far and even as a child it made no sense to me. I was

born in 1961 so the population of the world was approx 3 billion plus people and now 60 years later we are at approx  7.9 billion people.

Seriously our Creator unlike His creation (us) knows and understands EVERYTHING. Really to love your neighbor begins with love

yourself. Honesty quit thinking the world has too many people you are actually falling into the trap of being a hater.
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Elon Musk has said or written, and I quote...'Creating a neural (brain) lace is the thing that really matters for humanity to achieve

symbiosis with machines'. End quote! It 'really matters' does it? To whom? (I found this juicy little comment by Musk in a preface to a

book written by Dean Koontz)  As I've said before, these out of touch, too rich for our good, types, are living in some kind of alternate

reality....Cloud Cuckoo Comic Book Billionaire Land, where it appears that because they've been clever enough or lucky enough to make

or have millions, they are somehow of greater value, have somehow the authority to decide for the majority which path to take in life,

somehow know what is best. Well, they may have fooled themselves into believing such, but they don't fool us. We should offer them

psychiatric help, because they are obviously stuck in some childhood or adolescent state that hasn't been resolved.
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Thanks TESSA for Zghting robots... although I vote to give leniency to ROSIE from the jetsons and ROOMBA when we win. If you are

beginning to feel that the America you grew up in (and other areas of the world) are no longer recognizable, rest assured that you are not

alone... and you are not imagining things. Most importantly, the changes are not by accident, but are actually a long term plan of the

globalists.

First, It doesn't require that we wake up 100% of the currently matrix'ed population, only around 15% should subce, and currently we are

far exceeded of that amount (despite many not aware of others) as this important video from G. Edward Gribn and The Highwire

discussing the inZltration of the globalists takedown and push to have a “Great Reset” of the world.

thehighwire.com/.../episode-248-the-warning-we-ignored  

The supply chain shortages are also caused by design to reach the globalist goals, Its all been pre planned, please watch these important

videos:  www.bitchute.com/.../BDNogLzIV1or  ~ www.bitchute.com/.../A5ag1szv2l5s  ~ www.bitchute.com/.../VuXWUgSIe3tw  Some of

the goals: www.bitchute.com/.../tZiN3ZKP4LNW  ~ www.dailyveracity.com/2021/12/17/the-shadowy-cia-data-Zrms-behind-the..

 ~ www.henrymakow.com/2021/06/john-coleman-4-billion-useless-eaters.html  

In 2019 Larry Fink joined the Board of the Davos World Economic Forum, the Swiss-based organization that for some 40 years has

advanced economic globalization. This time they are preparing the Klaus Schwab WEF Great Reset by steering hundreds of billions and

soon trillions in investment to their hand-picked “woke” companies, and away from the “not woke” such as oil and gas companies or coal.

The UN “sustainable economy” agenda is being realized quietly by the very same global banks which have created the Znancial crises in

2008. www.williamengdahl.com/englishNEO18June2021.php
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What is build back better globalism: thenewamerican.com/what-is-build-back-better-globalism  Time and time again David

Rockefeller pushed for a New World Order and a one world government, which would allow the elite and world bankers to hold

complete control over the global population. The early plan in their own words:

redeZninggod.com/2014/11/the-rockefeller-plan-for-the-brics-new-world..  A Rockefeller Foundation and Global Business Network

whitepaper published in May,2010 reveals a planned scenario called LOCKSTEP in which governments around the world would be

able to more easily take over society and institute a total and complete Orwellian police state by locking down the remaining few

humans that survive a contrived pandemic outbreak P.18 www.nommeraadio.ee/.../Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf  

America must start learning and share the knowledge about the atrocities commited at Pitesti in Romania in the name of

ideological reprogramming, The experiment in Romania that re-educated dissidents through torture. If the globalist takeover is not

stopped, America and the world will live it's own version of the Pitesti horror.

www.dw.com/en/the-experiment-in-romania-that-re-educated-dissidents-th..  ~

www.uncover-romania.com/attractions/history-culture/landmarks/pitesti-..  This is historical evidence which must be shared and

presented to young american minds lured into the poisonous ideology of left fascism aka globalism, technocracy, collectivism,

socialism/maxism/communism.

Tessa cannot Zght robots alone, nor can Dr Mercola, Del Bigtree or Robert Kennedy Jr lead us like Moses out of Egypt. UNLESS

someone like YOU cares a whole awful lot. Nothings going to change. The fact, its just not
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Hi Datadragon, nice series of links, thanks! Had watched a few of these, the Highwire interview with Ed Gribn was annoying in

pointing out how many different handwritings were scribbled on the wall; out in the open for years yet overlooked except by a very

few - usually called conspiracy theorists.
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I enjoyed that Highwire interview w/ a few caveats noting some common ground assumptions yet remaining w/ the tyrants that

don't bode well for that thing at its Znal end.  Laodicea of Rev 3, & Rev 17 & 18 KJB being so close to the real deal that even John

wondered w/ great admiration at the sight until the angel of the Lord set him straight.  Was left praying for wisdom & clarity on the

matter.

Noted that the Russian dissident seemed to share the universal Craft signaling of MYSTERY....templing his Zngers, making the

mark & sign of the pyramid regardless of the testimony he gave, & showing that his hope fell short of where it should have been

placed, w/ Christ which has hope for this present as well as for eternity.  Solzhenitzhen was closer to the truth in his assessment

of where America stood with God& as a hope of any refuge or stay of prophetic judgment& uniZed global delusion as God gives

men over to their desires.

Then I enjoyed Dr. John Asquith's assessment on individual & corporate responsibility, & astute assessments of Oliver Cromwell,

George Washington& Alvin York which explained the missing pieces & difference in America's founding which brought the grace,

mercy & blessing of God despite lingering & even majority corruption.  The missing piece in the resistance today, & the reason

repentance, wisdom, & foresight is, and has been, so lacking.  Even old Michael Pearl's most recent history on youtube, part 1,

telling the story how the deceivers' 'success' ended w/ them deceiving their own selves,& their own followers & progeny.  

Winning the booby prize, if you will, viewed following, underlining the truth of the matter, turning those seeking back to the word &

Holy Spirit in harmony, to pure wisdom.  Seek ye to enter in at the strait gate, Jesus said, for few there be who Znd it: For lack of

looking & testing, & in presumption, not because it's dibcult or impossible.

www.purecambridgetext.com/post/in`ected-pronouns-and-responsibility
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Interestingly, here in the UK the government is backing down on imposing additional restrictions, and I do wonder if that is because they

now understand the full implications of the law suits that have been set into motion against them.
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I hope so
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Chris, to your knowledge are people in the UK aware of the draconian Policing and Crime Bill that is being voted on in the Lords

next week? a horrible attack on democracy. XR UK implores us to ask the the Lords stop it in its tracks. Once it reaches parliament

it will be voted through.
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Rosebud10000  thanks for the information, bills.parliament.uk/.../2839    I am right now printing out all 304 pages and will report

back as to anything I feel worth further investigation.
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's something to research.  In a bill Biden signed is an unheralded provision which approves the installation of a kill switch in vehicle

models from 2026 thereafter.  Sleepy while driving?  The car will kill itself.  Chased by police?   Vehicle dies.  Walking is the one activity

which doesn't have a kill switch.
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dso9183
Joined On 3/19/2014 9:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for printing Tessa Lena's analysis, Dr. Mercola, excellent article and insights.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, we are the tyrants. Many of my friends and family have become part of the tyrant forces.  I have talked too business

owners who complain about the restrictions, but then extend them, often illegally,  "for the safety and security of their business," knowing

full well that they will not be challenged, much less judged, much less punished.  My friends are part of my "we". My local grocery store is

part of me. The jazz club where I volunteer, the school where I teach English, the pool where I swim are all a part of me. And all of them

have become obsessives and tyrannical. It's a disease, not a despot.  Unfortunately, our medical systems focus on individuals - Zrst on

individuals with disease, but now that "Prevention is better than Cure..." the focus (and proZt) has moved to a focus on those without

disease.

We have never developed any understanding of social diseases except in individuals who are judged paranoid - even when they are

persecuted, as depression - even as they are oppressed, as manic - even as the society around them becomes so abnormal that normal

behaviors are impossible.  Our communities are so diseased that many of them are functioning far below their prior - healthy - capacity.

Most, perhaps all of our health (medical) care facilities are functioning below capacity, but even more, most of our retail stores, factories,

and even transportation facilities like airplanes and ships are functioning far below a healthy capacity. Our entire society is sick, diseased

and in denial - tyrannical.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, we are not the tyrants, Mass Formation conditioning by deliberate cycles of fear and relaxation has cause the weak minded to

believe the toxic nonsense of the actual evils, and become their useful idiots, not even waking up when the jabs do hideous

damage to them, it maybe that these people would be better disabled or dead from the jabs, because they are harmful ghouls now.

Only about 30% of the population have strong resistance to mental manipulation, possible because because the unnatural sick diet

of vegetable agriculture, and modern 'medicine', has ruined most people's minds, so made them mentally-dulled unnatural prey,

rather than survival-smarter natural predator people, see R/K theory.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ah, Keythong, you are right. Unfortunately... the theory that we are not tyrants faces some severe challenges.  There is no tyrant -

no one person acting tyrannically. This is true in every country that is suffering from the COVID mass psychosis. There are leaders,

but their leaders are invisible. We have many cases of political leaders openly admitting that they did not create the guidelines and

rules they are enforcing on the people. These leaders are just good bureaucrats - of an invisible bureaucracy.

At the same time, every time I enter a place that forces me to wear a mask, and I decide to enter and wear a mask, or any time I

wear a mask in public to appease my own communities, I become a part of the tyrannical  conspiracy - and it is impossible to

escape. We are all tyrants in some way. We cannot be a part of the infected society without adopting some of its norms, without

being seen as supporting some of its norms. Even normal healthy behaviors, like handwashing, and being outside in the sunshine,

have become part of the agenda - one seen as positive, the other as negative.   To quote Pogo: "We have met the enemy and he is

us."  We can only change ourselves. We must.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true, the average person has become a petty tyrant.  Add up all the millions of petty tyrants and you have a global giant of a

tyrant running the show.    Most people are not 'nice.'  Looking at life with rose colored glasses is not positive.  Facing the reality

and commonality of evil is the healthy thing to do.   We can't Zght evil 'out there' until we come to terms with destructive forces

inside, that are re`ected 'out there.'
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Barth13
Joined On 6/20/2011 12:47:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry Versatile, but I am doing my part to not be a part of this. Even here in the communist hell that is the Chicago suburbs, I go

in the stores without a mask. It takes great courage to be the only person in a large grocery store with their face showing, but I

have gotten better at it. We also like to walk out of the places that ask us to wear a mask. If we can do our part to drive these

fascists out of business, then all the better! There are plenty of other places that don't ask their minimum wage employees to ack

as enforcers of non-laws!

I now don't really look at the sheeple out there. They are the slaves that chose their retched life. If they want to be slaves, then who

am I to try to tell them not to do that. The best thing I can do is treat them like the slave they are. I walk around as if they don't

exist. If they are in my way, I walk around them, but there is no polite waiting for a slave to walk through a door before a real person

who still has his pure blood. This will also help when it comes time to stab one of them in the throat before they can call the blue

suited goon squad enforcers (brainwashed term: police). If you stop thinking of them as people it gets easier take them out when

needed.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Barth13 I wish I were so lucky. I live in Canada and many stores are off limits without masks. I am currently in Peru, where masks

entry to a shopping centre requires two masks, a vaccination card, and a mandatory hand sanitizing at entrance.  I cannot get in to

buy groceries except at little corner stores - where many owners are terriZed of someone without a mask. I Zght as much as I am

able, but I have to eat and I hope to be able to get back home to Canada without too much trouble in a month or so.. to your health,

tracy
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More Injections, More fear, More Lies....So Sad...Can we stop this genicide??
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derekszen
Joined On 3/2/2012 3:31:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A great article Tessa. Absolutely we are not their slaves. These tyrants are run by belief systems, and they really do believe them - well

most of them do. And perhaps even the original perpetrators have convinced themselves of their lies being the truth?  Most of them look

hypnotised and just seem to [metaphorically] 'plug up their ears, and continue to sing their repetitive songs' in order to block any truths

that they are challenged with from those who have awakened.  I see them using veiled threats buried in any promises that  for instance,

our freedoms are just around the corner.. And this week a weird sort of double speak that 'things are getting better, and this variant is very

mild, but... it's very contagious and we may need further restrictions.
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TeacherRay
Joined On 2/26/2021 12:48:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm disgusted about the jokes related to Novak Djokovic refusal to be vaccinated...it's his choice and MUST be respected. I'm not

vaccinated myself and regarded as an outlaw. However, few days ago my step mother decided to take the jab, "just in case"...36 hours

later she died, without any other serious medical conditions...RIP !
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dtasnadyprotonmail.com
Joined On 10/7/2021 6:08:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read your Bible, people. All foretold. REVELATION. This is the rise of great evil. Get right with God/Jesus while there is still time.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article, I particularly liked the last section about "what if the tyrants mean well?".  It makes me sick when in`uential talking heads

refer to some barbarous action as "well-intentioned" as they voice opposition.  First, how do you know their intentions?  Secondly, as

Tessa points out - so what?  Their intentions are irrelevant, as well as unknowable.

If there is a cabal of elite string-pullers behind all this madness with the goal of depopulation (a big IF, but not impossible IMO), I wonder

if they might be well-intentioned as Tessa describes - thinking their agenda is the only, or at least best, way to save humanity.  In any

case, they would be self-serving in the extreme, of course, but they could STILL think their plans will result in a better future for the

general population.  There seem to be few, if any, defectors from this cabal, if it exists.  So it would have to have some persuasive might

behind it - they can't all be psychopaths, and threats alone can't stop every defector.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why can they not all be psychos?  Or at least sociopaths?  What if it's a maZa where once you're in, the only way out is death?

 Some street gangs are that way.  Even some religions in some countries are that way, now.  To defect or become an apostate is to

die or live in fear for a lifetime.  Come to think of it, even some Chinese who've escaped from the mainland to other countries now

must live in hiding for fear of assassination.  They know enough to be perceived as dangerous, treasonous, disloyal.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was looking for source citations.  Were you speaking of Roman Catholic homes for children? I know of brethren who accompanied the

Cherokee on the trail of tears, who lost multiple children of their own while lobbying for reservations as opposed to Manifest

Destiny/Darwinist annihilation schemes, Isaac & Christiana McCoy; and baptist-raised Crockett (TN, the Boone's also of KY) had to be

tricked out of town on a speaking trip so they could ramrod the Indian Removal Act through Congress in his absence.

He convicted the consciences of fake & compromised Christians already invested with Craft & Darwinist types in land deals made before

the legislation was pushed through (the same types who support occult centralized banking to the loss of all, then invest & trust in being

a higher level managing or crony class) with his debate & opposition to the measure on the `oor of Congress.  He lost his seat because

poor European immigrants seeking escape from serfdom, without biblical faith or fear of God, were as desirous of cheap land as the

investors.  That's what drove him to join in the endeavor to establish a new Republic with Travis & others in Texas.  I hate partial & biased

revisionist history.  Bad as the Club of Rome and their fake green unifying enemy.  Stay tuned for the 'alien' uniZer.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vera Sharav, a Holocaust survivor, learned in an interview with Reiner Fuellmich, that Reiner's colleague, Vivianne, had a great

uncle, a priest, who tried to help the Jews in Hitler's Nazi Germany, but Vivianne's great uncle was arrested and sent to a

concentration camp where he died.         takecontrol.substack.com/p/covid-19-response-resembles-holocaust-tacti..       That video

requires a membership to view.  It's date is Apr 13, 2021, and the comments about Vivianne's great uncle start at about 12 minutes

and 45 seconds.
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Holding the line.  My part time job requires me to be covid-injected or proctor tested.  If the Supreme Court sides in favor of mandatory

covid-injection, I will quit.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If that becomes the case for you, start looking for alternative communities, they exist and I think all of us, who see through the

chicanery being perpetrated, need to do so in one way or another, a bit of lateral thinking needed perhaps. It doesn't necessarily

mean having to run away into the bush, it means standing together and saying NO in which ever manner we deem best!
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gabbyfemale
Joined On 8/15/2011 12:42:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't quit.  Make them actually Zre you.
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healthfreedomPghter
Joined On 4/30/2012 8:10:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you watched the movie "Hunger Games" you saw a vision of the future that is now being implemented in South Korea.  In that movie,

when a hologram appeared in the sky to inform the peasants, a sound would immediately precede the appearance of the hologram.  At

11:30 pm Nov 3 - election night, when the #'s suddenly unbelievably shifted in 17 states for Biden, that exact sound preceded the

announcement.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm curious as to how South Korea believes that replacing people's jobs and livelihoods with robots and AI will boost their economy.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Probably because of neighboring, robotics Japan's shrinking population. Not sure if the shrinking population created the robotics

industry or if the robotics industry caused the shrinking population. The chicken or the egg???  Hopefully though, that will gently

and sanely ease the stress on the Earth's diminishing, clean natural resources and reduce the need for corporate manufactured

food with all it's glyphosate, water irrigation and over`ow pollution abuses.

www.dw.com/en/japan-turns-to-robots-as-population-declines/a-17270786
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only for the elite & crony class....then the Lord will judge those faithless & wicked with blood on their hands, if so be this be the

last go around.  And it will not be as they expected, the reward to their 'rational compromise' and 'sane sacriZce' of others, chosen

by others & without disclosure, from the shadows & darkness.  God created this world with the same sorts of innate healing

mechanisms as the bodies of men, but neither are eternal in their current state & without the intervention & transformation only

God is capable of.  Everything men and devils effect creaturely falls short & is tainted by sin & corruption.  Those who go into

eternity in these corrupt vessels will suffer it in corruption, subject to the second death.  It is folly.  It is faithless.  And, it is against

evident & conscientious truth, choosing to believe lies & to justify sin.
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Deppig
Joined On 10/7/2015 3:57:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow!!! What a brilliant way to explain things.
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datadragon
Joined On 6/14/2015 6:50:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

giphy.com/.../standing-ovation
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junebabywoh.rr.com
Joined On 8/30/2017 2:46:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW the author Tessa has made it clear what is being done to us!   I pray the clear thinkers prevail!  it's our freedom thats at risk!
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GabriellaK
Joined On 12/12/2011 2:29:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Australia!  Who would have thought it could come to this "down under".
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theobald0
Joined On 8/19/2018 7:21:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1. Gustave Le Bon wrote the scipt "The Psychology Of Masses" in 1895.  Former users: Goeppels, Hitler, Lenin - - -  Now its in use again - -

-   2. M.Macron and others are using it today:  www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jan/05/macron-rebuke-to-unvaccinated-ci..   Ernst

THEOBALD, Germany
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

watch   ..www.bitchute.com/.../Q023O8kTzSjb
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz, Funny thing about these tyrannical and misguided politicians, they may be setting the stage for their own upending... An

article describing a recent technical paper out of Norway is showing the spread of Omicron is far faster amongst or between

vaxxed individuals, its on Epoch times if you can access it.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the USA is built upon white Anglo Saxon abuse and exploitation - they also brought syphilis to the native Americans apart from various

other diseases - they killed the buffalo and destroyed the lifestyles of the natives - FOR WHAT?? - so that the patrician Snake Gates and

his allies Dr Falsie and Klaus "THE NAZI" Schwab can continue in this tradition of destruction and human sacriZce - is this the meaning of

Modern American Historical evolution?? - DOG EATS DOG till the cows come home -  is there no progress - just one atrocity after another

- is this what is meant by the term "human progress"?? - these are Dark Times where Dark Forces inhabit the imaginative faculties of Dark

Men - one step forward leads to two steps back into the mud - the deranged have taken control of the Sane - this is not the way forward

but instead like the Death Camps many steps backwards
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan, people never seem to get it, if they will do it with you, they will do it too you.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't think there ever is any progress by men at the human level our animal nature stays the same.    The only possibility for

freedom is via true spiritual baptism where the ego becomes puriZed.  A very rare event and one desperately resisted by us.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you ever lived under Indians as an Indian?  There is a reason the white man called them savages.  So it is with other natives.

 White man brought the good and the bad, but mostly the good.  The evil among you want to deny your birthright and sell you out

back to the savages.  Today, known as communism and it looks like you fell for it.  We live in the greatest country on earth that

would be greater if we could get the evil and liars among us out.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Luckily not all of humanity is doing that, going in the direction you describe, many are turning away and forming new alliances and

taking new directions. Maybe this awful reality is being presented to us in such gory detail because we need to wake up and, if

enough of us DO wake up and take appropriate action, then this ugliness may be a blessing in disguise.  But I agree, the stupid way

we have been living our lives for, at the very least the last one hundred years, the destruction and pain we have acquiesced to,

following those who wish to be leaders, who's dreams we have allowed to take shape whilst we have been happily distracted by

various entertainments, turning our consciousness and conscience away from the concept that war hurts so many people'

Allowing our politicians to perpetrate monstrous acts on people who are not our enemies. Knowing that pesticides poison us and

the environment, yet not bothering to stand up against the corporate lobbyist and compliant politicos' who allow its proliferation

despite the known, well publicised  dangers. So few have been willing to make any noise against all the stupidities and ugliness. If

we do not grow up and take, each one of us, the necessary responsibilities we see we can take, for our reality to change; if we

continue to believe that the 'State' is somehow wiser than we are, better able to make the best decisions for us, better than we are

able to, then we deserve what we get. We are all in this together so let us strive to make changes that will beneZt the lot of

us....every little helps....no small change is useless, every move in a nicer direction helps. Being brave is wonderful.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Klaus Schwab is a German citizen who resides in Switzerland.  The Swiss government rejected a suggestion to grant him

citizenship.  His annual income from the WEF is about one million Swiss Francs.  The WEF pays no federal tax.
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Marc52
Joined On 11/6/2013 2:00:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"What Did We Do to Deserve This Abuse?" We allowed it to happen. The people could, quite easily, and very quickly, stand up and shake

off these vermin like a dog shakes off `eas. And, if we were the same people who lived in the time of our nation's founding, we would

round up these scum, try them in court, and imprison and/or execute them for their treason against our nation. I hope I live long enough

to witness it.
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We neglected God and His Word, that's how it happened.
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glennlawngirl
Joined On 12/13/2021 6:32:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are people and leaders like Macron who think unvaxxed shouldn’t be considered citizens anymore.  That means in their eyes

I am lower than rapists and murderers.  God says love your enemies. We are living in times where loving ones enemies is the

ultimate test.  Truly unbelievable what is happening.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget that the ultimate sacriZce of love is to tell people the truth they need to have a future & eternal hope if they so choose

it....and even when it means persecution.  Those yet subject to the god of this world, the prince of the power of the air, turning on

truth & light like rabid animals, like unthinking beasts.  (the 'rest of' John 3 KJB)  

And, don't forget either that Paul who held the coats of those stoning Stephen came to his senses, & they share heaven today.  God

help those going ignorantly into the terrible time coming, for the just walk now by faith in the word of God written & faithfully

preached, answered by conscience & w/ the grace of God, not by sight....and the price is always some level of persecution &

tribulation with the blessing.  Peace w/ God is enmity with the world.  

What the terms for those going into that time when the spiritual warfare & trials will be visible, open warfare in the heavens, devils

come up from the pit, etc?  Men's hearts failing them for fear at what will be coming on the earth at that time?  The price almost

certain martyrdom, guaranteed hardships & suffering, while it appears those who've heard & understood, yet rejected the Gospel of

the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures will be given delusion, given over to their Zrst love & true desire, their imaginative

idolatrous vanity, & what the builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone are building.  

Far better to seek God now & not be those in that time who will envy the dead & not be able to die.  We may be seeing some of the

back-Zring technology bringing that to pass being revealed right now.  They can keep that 'future'....cut short else no `esh would

survive it as Jesus said.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A headline on Yahoo news Australia, reporting the death of a young man from Canberra, ACT.  Tragic and sad, AND so deceptive, as it is

likely the jab caused his death, but it is reported as died from Covid!!  This is maddening as it in`uences people to think that even young

healthy people can die from the virus.  Here is the article: "The family of 23-year-old scientist and power lifter James Kondilios are in

mourning as he's revealed as the young Canberra man who died in a Sydney hospital after testing positive for Covid-19.  Mr Kondilios was

a healthy athlete with no underlying health conditions and was double vaccinated, according to NSW Health authorities.  He passed away

at St Vincent's Hospital on Tuesday and was included in NSW's count of six Covid-related deaths on Thursday.  

In 2015 he represented Australia and won a bronze medal at the Power Lifting World Championships in Finland. A science graduate from

the Australian National University (ANU), Mr Kondilios was awarded a national science prize in 2019 for his work on forestry and climate

change. He won the honor for "his work on which genetic variants of Eucalyptus should be planted in preparation for 2030 & 2050 climate

conditions", the agricultural department tweeted at the time. On social media, shocked friends and family have reacted with devastation,

saying it is a reminder of how the pandemic can tragically impact young and healthy people.
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dia423113
Joined On 4/18/2017 9:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve been Zghting all of this since Jan of 2020. I’m tired. My reach is small. Just the community in this NW part of the country. The days

are dark and short. I’m sad and frustrated by the overwhelming insanity in som many areas. Our chikdren. Deaths that aren’t necessary. I

help maybe one person at a time while 10 more die in our hospitals. I’m losing hope and losing any motivation to keep trying. The only

reason I do is because that’s what they want me to do. To overwhelm me so I stop. I’m still just stubborn enough to try but not everyday

anymore.
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derekszen
Joined On 3/2/2012 3:31:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know the feeling well, dia 423113.  I am tired too. But I feel I am committed to keep going. I am a (retired) hypnotherapist in my

mid 70s and feel strongly that this is wrong.  I feel that all the support I have given my clients over the years to build up

self-esteem and conZdence may have been wiped out with the scare-mongering at great speed. I was shocked as I recognised

friends, neighbours and family literally in a trance if I challenged this Covid narrative with them. I am not in favour of stage

hypnotism, but you may have seen some shows where people acting strangely for the amusement of others in the audience - this

is similar to what I am seeing now.  I don't believe for one moment that they even knew what they were doing - they did not vote for

this!  I was accused by a family member of losing my temper, when in it was the other way round, as they projected their anger at

me, simply because I stated that I did not believe that this would ever happen in my country..
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM
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dia yours is a common experience, and very dibcult, however, letting go, surrender to higher self (higher power), meditate,

re`ective contemplative prayer, nature walks will reinvigorate you and give you the strength to survive, and survive well. All the

best.
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JackSS
Joined On 6/26/2021 3:25:22 PM
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America is done.
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That you Iron Sheik or Nikolai Volkoff? www.youtube.com/watch
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HealingMindN
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Q: And Finally, What if the Tyrants Mean Well? A:" So whoever knows the right thing to do and fails to do it, for him it is sin." [James 4:17];

The people of Psalm 73 only have each other for support because: "How suddenly are they destroyed, completely swept away by terrors!"

[Psalm 73:19]; For it is written, “As I live, says the Lord, every knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shall confess to God.” [Romans

14:11] BTW: The Tyrants know holy scripture better than anyone.
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' Like  ( Dislike

 

fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The majority of churches have been inZltrated, taken & turned.  Compromised, submitted to State before Christ, & to Man as god.  They'll

do what their 'god'....the State, or Papist Augustinian, Romish Babylonian system, tells them to do.  Might as well be China w/ the Three

Self Patriotic phony.   No counting on them....only on small circles, biblical free & local assemblies, of known & proven elders & brethren,

family: & many of those have been fragmented by the same soulish-mind games, Craft.  It's back to the highways & byways, the

hedgerows & forest glens as prior to America & most of history.  

You'll know the true Christians.  They'll be off-grid &/or making forays in handing out sustenance for body & soul w/ Bibles until the

powers that be demanding compromise & denial of Christ w/o tolerance (intolerant tolerance irrationality & BS antichrist spirit & father of

lies 'spiritual', the militarized cru$ader$, $odomite$, & nicolaitan, trad cat types& cults w/ their 'obcial' State-approved 'Christianity' or

alternative corporatism: same beast) take them out, or until the Lord gathers he who now letteth to himself & things get even worse.  Just

as the Lord & his cherubs pulled the glory of God & the ark from Solomon's Temple in Jerusalem before the Zrst Babylonian judgment fell.

 Ezekiel 10& 2 Thessalonians 2, 1 Thessalonians 5 KJB.  

We do have the right to self-defense, as well, but wisdom is called for & sometimes the best defense is to scatter & to inform & to reason

wherever it's fruitful....as under pagan & Catholic pagan-corrupted Romish Empire .  It's time for folks to get right w/ the Lord according to

the scriptures, remembering that peace w/ God excludes peace w/ evil, & that the two are mutually incompatible, going on to maturity in

the faith & learning to rightly divide the word of God, becoming workmen needing not to be ashamed. Ready& watching.  Fully armored in

the sense of Eph 6. No union between light & darkness, bitter & sweet...truth & lies
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Sin and the spirit of antichrist, the prince of the power of the air, and those who believe his non-original 3 lies:  God's word isn't preserved

& doesn't really mean what it says: God's a liar like Lucifer/Satan...see KJB and purecambridgetext.com and brandplucked.webs.com; 2)

ye shall not surely die; 3) ye shall be as gods, aka Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.   Until the grave at least....then it's game

over with no restart.   The whole fear narrative falls apart with the new birth of God & transferred citizenship to the eternal....and once you

realize that the tyrants are driven by fear of death & willful rejection of humbling truth, willing to lie & resort to any means trying to avoid

their date with the Truth, then the temptation to join them in their endeavors wanes.
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I allow myself a "dicotomy".  All the restrictions, gene therapies, etc, are bs, BUT there are too many people in the world.  Too much

suburban sprawl congestion, wildZre with urban interface, loss of wild and open space.  I THINK OF THE WHOLE PROBLEM, and this

needs to be addressed by Joe Mercola and Tessa Lena.  So that must also be addressed.  My only "lame" but honest, SIMPLE answer is

for people to have less or no kids.  When Tessa says "perhaps today's eugenicists believe that reducing the population of humans is good

for the planet and is necessary for the survival of the human species. Perhaps they believe that if the population isn't reduced, then the

entire species might perish. Perhaps they believe that we are too stupid to understand, and so they are just "doing what needs to be

done." Maybe yes, maybe no. But they are deranged, and so why should I care?

They are not qualiZed to decide my fate or the fate of humanity — and while I wish them their kindest experience with the truth because

that is how I sincerely feel about the world, I am not obliged to submit their or any other abuse. We are not their slaves. Hold the line."

 There's a lot of good in that statement-we aren't their slaves.  BUT also think of overcrowding and what that causes.  Yes, another root

part of the problem is people's BEHAVIORS-overcomsumption, monocropping, cfao's, etc.  But without addressing there being too many

people on the planet none of the other possible solutions will work.  Again, I'm thinking of the WHOLE ISSUE! And to add, I get it,

absolutely NO ungreat reset via computer technology.  I've never believed computer technology, aka robots, cyborgs, ai etc could solve

humanity's problems.  Only true "spiritual" technology, which in part entails working with the natural world, wilderness, etc, NOT trying to

dominate it, because you never will be able to defeat nature anyway.
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A childless life is a depressing, purposeless life. Chaddio, I know you say that the world is overpopulated, but that is subjective on

your part.  While telling people to have fewer children or no children, there are religious groups, mainly Islam, that highly encourage

their women to have at least six children.  Most have 8.  Try telling a Muslim family not to have any children!  Watch out!   Also,

populations tend to stabilize through war, disease, disasters, etc.  

For one or a few persons to decide that the world needs depopulating is just plain evil and immoral.  How are you going to do that

without either offending a person's right to follow their convictions and religion, or to actually manipulate population decrease.

 And any manipulation in that direction is just plain evil.  There is plenty of open space outside urban areas.   We own 120 acres in

an extremely rural area in the midwest.  We are ready for whatever may come.  Not to say that is a guarantee that we will make it

through, but luck favors the well prepared.
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Those who say such things have never done the research on the numbers of human beings, and arable, productive land.  There is

more than subcient land to sustain....just not to lord over & merchandise men openly or occulted as a corporatist left, right or

synthesized into communitarian antichristianity, antitruth craft with the few ruling over the many, & usurping, playing the part which

only God is equipped or capable of without corruption.   Or to allow the wild beasts to overrun as though equal or superior, &

somehow being endowed with sense & free will choice able to come up with solutions.
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We grow enough food to feed the whole world, but commercial philosophy says keep the price as high as possible and if there's

over production, dump it to keep prices high. There are wonderful designs available to turn cities into food producing, lovely places

in which to live, and then we won't take all the land from nature...That being the case, why haven't we made sure we distribute the

over production? Why haven't we started building eco friendly cities everywhere?.....

Because, we have allowed the powers that be to follow their dreams of proZt and power, instead of following our own possible

dreams....Time for a change,, don't you think! Just remember, it is the powers that be that keep chanting the over population song,

they don't chant about solutions other than, war over resources and competition for everything. The concept of co-operation to

ensure well being for all does not enter their reality,  unless it is the co-operation of keeping prices as proZtable as possible. Very

narrow minded.
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I have no children.  My father told me that I didn't have to have any.  I don't miss having children.  However, I 'm sure that people are

smart enough to Zgure it out for themselves as to how they'll regulate world population.  There's more than enough food for all the

people.  The problem is greedy people taking more so there's not enough for others.  Reminds me of when I fed pigs.  The stronger

pig would hog as much as he could to the dismay of his elderly and blind companion pig.  I saw the same behavior on another farm

with a large group of pigs.  There was plenty of food.
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Chaddio, I suspect Nature's response to over population could be a viral pandemic! However, man in his idiocy and need to control,

interferes with masks, lockdowns, vaccines, rather than letting the virus run its course. We would not be in this mess now if nutty

health professionals and politicians had controlled their urge for power and control.  Many would have died perhaps, but I doubt as

many that will die from the jab and the disease it will cause.
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It looks like the author is not Russian (as she claims) but that who is called in modern Russia an "ethnic liberal". Her passage, "I spent

many years unwrapping the messes that were bestowed on me by the totalitarian culture of my birth homeland" is a total crap and lie.
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I've searched but could not Znd any substantiation of your statements about Tessa Lena.  You offered no reference so I guess you

haven't any.
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